Abstract. Computational modeling of organizational process is an important problem in understanding the organizational operation during insurgent event. The key of modeling organizational dynamics during event process is to describe the uncertainty of individual behaviors. Towards this end, in this paper, the dynamic organizational evolution during an insurgent event is analyzed, and the individual behaviors are modeled as task-oriented self-organization process. A real insurgent event is used to analyze the organizational process, and the organizational structure, task workflow and information flow during the process are studied. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model is consistent with the empirical research. The method provides a way to understand the dynamic organizational evolution process and exhibits potential application in strategy development.
Introduction
A key aspect of studying insurgent organization is understanding the evolutionary dynamics and the mechanism by which its structures grow and change over time [1] . Due to the networked connection between organizational members, network analysis methods provide a powerful way to study the organizational structure. Lots of empirical researches have studied the structural characteristics of insurgent organization using Social Network Analysis (SNA) [2] [3] [4] . They have provided both qualitative and quantitative results with empirical data, which is helpful to understand organizational structure and to find key element (individual, subgroup, etc.) . Dynamic network analysis (DNA) and meta-network are proposed to describe the complex organization structure and individual interaction [5] . In order to analyze the evolutionary dynamics, Agent Based Modeling/Simulation (ABM/S) is introduced to model the autonomous agents and their interactions [6, 7] . It is effective in understanding the complicated system evolution problem derived from agent interaction with rich results of simulation experiments [8] . Based on the ABM method, changes detection of organizational network characteristics [9] , network coevolution of social and geospatial dimensions [10] , dynamics between networks [6] are investigated. These researches studied the organizational network from different perspectives and provide useful results to understand how the members acts and its influence on the organizational dynamics.
Insurgent organization is a type of informal social group that has flexible structure changing with the environment and task requirement over time. The self-organization of individual behaviors provides highly resilient network for covertness. Understanding how the organization evolves with the individual behaviors driven by task requirement during insurgent event, is still a problem. In this paper, we study the dynamic organizational evolution process during insurgent event through a computational modeling method. A real insurgent event is used to analyze the detail process of the organizational dynamics, including the structural evolution, task workflow, and information flow network importance.
Computational Modeling of Organizational Dynamics through Dynamic Network Analysis
Based on Dynamic Network Analysis method [5] , we assume that the organization evolves in an open environment, which means that there may be new members join into the group. This will arouse changes on two perspectives, on one hand, the new members and relationships change the original structure of organization, on the other hand, the structure evolution will change the individual interaction, which causes different information flow process. Fig. 1 shows the modeling framework of this research. In order to demonstrate the method, here we use a real insurgent event as prototypical example, and it was modeled as the Urumqi incident in Xinjiang province (China). The details of this incident can be found in the open news reports [11] . Based on the computational model proposed, the evolution dynamics of organization is investigated through the simulation experiments. 
Evolution of Organizational Network Structure
Fig . 2 shows the network structure evolution of the case organization in the incident duration. Fig.  2 (a) shows the initial network structure of organization, which is constructed manually according to the news reports. The organization is consists of several cells. According to the details data, the members in the same cell are at the same location. This also proves the fact that members usually gather a cohesive group by the spatial place [12] . As show in Fig. 2 (b), a new cohesive group around agent 4 is generated, and they are the responsible members who planned the incident. The members are not at the same place, and this indicates that to perform the task, the members will generate a temporal command structure by self-organization. The order delivering and elements transferring are more frequent and convenient within this temporal structure for task efficiency. Fig. 2(c) presents the final network of the whole organization. It is easy to find that the network grows with lots of new agents, which is because of the member requirement of the task. Because of the member growth, some cells become to split.
Task Workflow and Process Analysis
The difference between the social organization and completely self-organization group is the former has certain workflow program, which means that the members will perform the tasks according to some organizational rules. The task workflow of a social organization describes the operational process of the task. Fig. 3 shows the task workflow and Gantt chart of the tasks. The task network ( Fig. 3 (a) ) shows the casual links between the tasks. The Gantt chart ( Fig. 3 (b) ) shows the task process during the simulation experiment. The task workflow network are constructed based on the organizational operational process, which are extracted from the event reports. According to the figure, the two instigation tasks (activity instigation and member instigation) are the key task in the process. Member instigation, activity instigation and activity organizing take the longest time during the incident, and this is consistent with the empirical data. According to previous study, planning operations and task performing usually occurs in a short period, and preparatory conduct takes relative long time, which is because of the complex self-organization behaviors. 
Characteristics Evolution of Organizational Structure
In order to analyze the evolution of the organizational structure, we have chosen four network characteristics to measure the structural topology of the organization and the changing process [13] . Fig. 4 shows the statistical characteristics evolution of the organizational network. The red curves represent the dynamics of the initial member network, and the blue curves represent the whole organization network. From the figure, we can find that, firstly, because of the incident, the initial network is getting denser and closer. Secondly, the whole network is getting sparser and more discrete because of the growth of members. Thirdly, the dramatic shifts of the whole network occur during the instigation process (from step 80 to step 120). The statistical results shows that the network characteristics are changing with the organization tasks performing, i.e., corresponding to the organization behaviors. This is a useful result for insurgent organization behavior surveillance. 
Information Flow Analysis
Information flow is an important feature of network because it describes the information transferring process in the organization [14] . In order to investigate the information flow on the organizational network, the information flow network is constructed based on the information interaction during the event. Fig. 5 shows the information flow results of the case incident. In this case study, we are more interested in the node importance of the information flow network, i.e., the organizational members who play key role on information transferring and task command. As shown in Fig. 5 (c) , agent 5, 2, 4, 6 are the four most important nodes in the network. According to the investigation reports, agent 2 is the principal planer of the incident in senior core organization, and agent 4 is the communicator of the core organization, which is known as gatekeeper in SNA. Agent 5 is the leader of the specific performing cell, who is in charge of the final activity at the location. Agent 6 is the communicator of the performing cell, who receives the command order from the superior cell and sends the feedback of task performance back. The links among them are built during the task performing period to promote the behavior efficiency. The path of these nodes is the key command path of the incident in the organization. Table 1 shows the node degree centrality of the information flow network. As shown in the table, the nodes with the highest degree centrality are changing, and the ten top nodes in information flow network are different from the nodes in original organization network structure. There are seven in ten top members are the same in the initial and final structure. As for the information flow network, there are nine in ten top members are the same. The importance of the nodes are also different. As node 6 is a crucial member during the information transferring process, but it can hardly be found by the initial organizational structure. Node 4 also plays an important role during the event, but it even not the ten top nodes according to the structure analysis. This shows that the information flow network provides a different way to understand how the organization works and individual importance measurement. According to the event data, the results of the organization structure are consistent with the ordinary operation mechanism in organization, and information flow network is especially consistent with the task requirements by the members' self-organization. 
Summary
Computational modeling of insurgent organizational dynamics during event is an important way to study the insurgent event process and organizational operation. This paper studied the dynamic evolution process of insurgent organization by using a computational modeling method based on Dynamic Network Analysis. The quantitative analysis is carried on the structural evolution, task workflow and information flow network. The dynamic organizational structure shows that the members in the organization works according the task and will co-operate by self-organization. The task workflow provides a way to analyze the subtasks sequence of an insurgent event, which is useful for strategy construction. The network characteristics evolution shows the topology structure changing process during the event. The result of the information flow network demonstrated that the importance measurement of organizational key members can not only by the individual structural feature on the network and information transferring is also an important element. In conclusion, this work gives a new insight into insurgent organization dynamics by analyzing of the event process, and the study can be used for intervention strategy construction in public management.
